
Head into the highlands of  Montenegro and you’ll fi nd a staggering landscape akin to that of  Middle 
Earth, reckons Joey Tyson.
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iro suddenly ran ahead of the group. 
Mimicking a bow-and-arrow motion, he 
unleashed a series of imaginary salvos at 
random intervals. “Lord of the Rings!” 
he shouted, a huge grin spread across his 
face. Th e imaginary marauding orcs dealt 
with, the group settled back into a steady 

walk through an alpine meadow. Before us, a row of towering 
peaks, serrated like a wolf’s jaw, rose up and pierced the blue 
morning sky. 

I have to admit he had a point; Durmitor does have more 
than a passing resemblance to the epic New Zealand scenery 
Frodo and the Fellowship quested through. Th ere are a few 
diff erences, however: it’s quite a bit closer to the UK, and I 
hadn’t seen a single orc. Not yet, anyway.  

Montenegro’s largest national park spreads out for 39,000 
acres across the country’s north west; it’s a vast expanse of 
imposing mountains, glacial lakes and wild fi r forests, criss-
crossed by over 60 miles of well-marked trails. Forming a 
part of the Dinaric Alps, a range which stretches out across 
the Balkans from Italy all the way to Albania, more than 23 
mountains here measure over the 2,300m mark.

Tucked away in the Balkans, this small and unassuming 
nation – Montenegro is about a third the size of Wales – might 
not be your fi rst thought when it comes to conquering moun-
tains. Yet the giveaway is in the name: Montenegro, or ‘Crna 
Gora’ as it’s known locally, translates as the “Black Moun-
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tain”. It’s no surprise then, that Montenegro is packed full 
of peaks. At 2,523m, we were climbing one of the highest: 
Bobatov Kuk.

Our ascent began at Sedlo (the Saddle), at a height of 
1,911m. A single road carved into the mountainside led us to 
the start of the trek from the nearby town of Žabljak. From 
here, a series of grassy hills rose gently upwards towards a 
huge limestone cliff face. It looked impregnable from our an-
gle; an enormous barrier of stone protecting the inner heart 
of Durmitor.

It took around 20 minutes to get to the base of the moun-
tain, where Bojan, our guide, led us up a narrow path that 
snaked its way up and around the left of the wall of rock. We 
climbed quietly, shaded by the cliff from the morning sun. 
Part of the path was blocked by chunks of rubble and it was 
a bit of a scramble to get and up over them. Luckily, a metal 
wire-rope had been grafted to the rock to make this easier. 

As I hauled myself over, I realised we’d climbed up quite 
high in a short space of time. At least 50m up, the valley floor, 
dotted with rock and dimpled by the kharst caves that Bojan 
told me are beneath the surface, seemed further down than it 
should. The sheer drop sent a rush of blood to my temples and 
I took a breath to steady myself.

Once we passed the rocks, the grassy path continued along 
a break in the mountains. We slipped up and over a small hill 
and into an enclosed valley surrounded by steely-grey peaks. 
After 30 minutes’ more walking we entered a large alpine 

meadow, penned in by immense mountains to our right and a 
steep grassy hill to the left. 

‘We’re in’, I thought. We’d passed the first test and our 
reward was the jagged row of mountains that lay before us 
resembling an impressive set of teeth. Stood there, amid the 
mountains, the true drama and scale of Durmitor dawned on 
me as the tip of Bobatov Kuk came into view. Until that mo-
ment, it had been hidden from view by our low vantage point 
and a shield of serrated rock teeth. I felt a twinge of suspense, 
followed by a calming sense of the familiar.

The rolling hills reminded me of long walks in the Yorkshire 
Dales, near where I grew up. Wild flowers of beautifully vivid 
colours – yellow, purple and pink – dotted the deep green 
grass. Yorkshire on steroids, maybe. Or perhaps the epic love 
child of God’s Own Country and The Land of the Long White 
Cloud. Either way, it was beautiful. 

As we hiked on I asked Bojan if it was possible to summit 
Bobatov Kuk without a guide. “Yes of course, I always en-
courage people to do it themselves at some point. As long 
as they are fit and prepared,” he said. The paths are well 
marked, but make no mistake, this is a place of serious alpine 
mountains. At least two people die every year in Durmitor, 
according to Bojan, and it’s usually those who attempt serious 
climbs without the right footwear and provisions. 

We moved down through the valley, where huge chunks 
of milky limestone rubble were strewn about the landscape, 
as if they were thrown down from the peaks above. Then, we 
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reached something so unusual it almost looked unreal. Šareni 
Pasovi, or ‘The Colourful Passes’, a breathtaking series of folds 
in the mountainside.

Waves of ancient rock bisected the grassy banks of the 
surrounding hills to spectacular effect; the landscape looked 
as though it has been folded and creased by some enormous 
being. I was told these bizarre geological formations – created 
by alpine orogeny, the collision of tectonic plates – form the 
basis of the massif. 

Deeper down into the valley we travelled, the towering 
mass of Bobatov looming large over us. At the very bottom, 
there was a tiny lake and from here the real climbing began. 
For around a hundred metres we pressed upwards. At points, 
picking our way up the loose path, sometimes scrambling 
over rock, using our arms to haul ourselves up. It was tough 
at points, but never so hard that I felt out of my depth. A reg-
ular hiker with a good level of fitness would be fine.

I looked back and saw Miro way down below us. Since 
his tussle with the orcs, he seemed to have lost a fair bit 
of energy. “Probably the bottle of whisky he drained last 
night,” chirpped Bojan. On we climbed, thighs burn-
ing, the blues and greys of Montenegro shifting with our 
heightened perspective.

Close to the top, a dog sat quietly beneath a rock with a 
vacant look in his large brown eyes. I thought it pretty odd 
to see a dog sitting near the top of a mountain, but he seemed 
pretty chilled at any rate, and barely moved when I give him 

a little pat. Staring out over Montenegro’s mountainous hin-
terland, he seemed content. 

From Bobatov’s north-western face, you can see down to 
the Škrčka Lakes, glacial bodies of water known locally as 
‘mountain eyes’. There are 17 of these lakes in Durmitor and 
the day before I’d been down at the largest and most famous, 
the Black Lake.

Despite its moody name, the Black Lake actually has beau-
tifully clear water up close. From a distance, the deep black 
colour is a result of the towering firs that enclose it on all 
sides. These dense forests are some of the wildest in Europe 
and home to some pretty wild inhabitants, most notably, 
brown bears and grey wolves. While walking around the lake 
with Mirko, another local guide, I’d asked him if he’d ever 
seen any of these large predators in the fur.

“Bears, yes. But only when rafting. I have never seen a wolf. 
Last summer a Japanese film crew were shooting here and 
they captured footage of all the park’s animals, except for the 
wolf,” he told me.

At the time, I wasn’t sure whether to be relieved or disap-
pointed. As terrifying as it might be, a part of me would love 
to see a wolf in the wild; but when Mirko told me that a local 
farmer’s entire herd of sheep had been slaughtered a few 
nights ago by marauding wolves, the romantic sheen wore 
off a little. Still, I did see that dog. He could yet become a wolf 
over a few beers back in London.

Bobatov Kuk’s summit sits between two other smaller 
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E X P O S E D B U T B E A U T I F U L

peaks, Soa (or Djevojka, ‘The Girl’) and Lučin Vrh; they frame 
it like a pair of giant, silent bodyguards. For the last 30m of 
the climb, the earth and greenery gave way to solid, naked 
rock. From this approach, it looked impregnable; another 
natural fortress, this time protecting the epic views above. 
Bojan pointed to the left of the peak where we had to pass for 
the final ascent. A flutter of nerves rushed along the back of 
my neck, down my spine and into my stomach.

I was soon alone on the path that led to the final climb, the 
Škrčka Lakes, glistening deep green in the afternoon sun, 
staring up at me. The profound silence was abruptly broken 
by a whooshing noise; a flock of black birds sailed past, the 
only noise their streamlined wings at 750m. I took a deep 
breath and started my ascent. 

It was all climbing now and my heart was going as I 
reached the rocky scramble up to the apex. The roof of Mon-
tenegro was just a few metres above, and I was suddenly very 
aware of just how high we were; a vast void below. I paused 
for a moment, suspended in no man’s land. The views will 
be worth it, I told myself, clinging tightly to the metal wire 
that’s been grafted to the rock. Inch by careful inch, I moved 
slowly upwards, willing my tired legs to the top, trying very 
hard not to look down. And then, I was standing there, Dur-
mitor, vast and rugged, expanding out before me in every 
direction. Like all good mountains, there was nothing to do 
but sit down and enjoy the awesome views. Not across Mid-
dle Earth, but over Montenegro. 

HOW TO GET THERE
Podgorica Airport is the main airport for Montenegro. TUI 
Airways operate flights from London Gatwick while Ryanair 
operate out of London Stansted. Return tickets will set you 
back roughly £200. It’s a round a two hour drive from here 
to Žabljak, a small town in the park where most people 
base themselves. Renting a car is easiest as Montenegro’s 
bus system can be unreliable, slow and sometimes quite 
uncomfortable. You can also fly into nearby Dubrovnik, which 
is around two and a half hours from Žabljak. 

HOW TO DO IT
There are plenty of trails marked out in the park. Local app 
MAPS.ME (www.maps.me) provides routes for the park. 
There are various routes to the summit of Bobatov Kuk. The 
route we took was Bobotov Kuk via Sedlo and Zeleni Vir, 
which took around three and a half hours one way, but there 
are other trails you can take. Alternatively, booking with a 
tour company will give you the piece of mind of being accom-
panied by a guide and the possibility of further exploration in 
country. This trip was provided by Much Better Adventures 
(www.muchbetteradventures.com). 

WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO HIKE IN DURMITOR?
The peak season lasts from July to the end of August; it’s the 
busiest time of the year, but it offers the best chance for good 
weather. Late June, early July and early to mid-September are 
the best times to visit to avoid crowds and still have the best 
chance of good weather. Bear in mind, it can rain at any time.

Let’s go
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